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News
Briefs
So You Think
You're All That?
by Christina Donaldson

On Saturday, October 25th
the Metropolitan Women's Network of Rochester will host a
one-day conference at the
School of the Arts. The target
audience is young AfricanAmerican and Hispanic women
between the ages of 13-25.
"So You Think You're All
That, Preparing For The Year
2000" will celebrate the history
and achievement of the dispossessed and will stress learning
how not to become or act as victims.
A variety of workshops
will focus on:
Mother and Daughter Session; Communicating
Young Mother, Teen Mothers
- It's Not Over
Relationships; Loving Yourself
Race Relations; Is It All
Black And White?
Self, Mind And Body Awareness, Be Aware
Careers - What's Out There?
Colleges And Universities"AMind Is ATerrible Thing To
Waste"
These workshops will be facilitated by local professional
women. Some of these women
include Mary Frances-Winters,
President of The Winters
Group, Alfreda Brooks of RIT,
and LaMarr Jackson Esq. a local attorney. Janice Ferebee, the
author of Got It Going On an
image-building book for young
ladies, will be the keynote
Continued on Page 2
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MCC Teams with Another Trade Association
by Andrea C. Martino

"Just one word. Plastics. There's
a great future in plastics. Think
about it." Sound familiar? Those
words are the ones recounted most
often from the 1967 Oscar-winning movie The Graduate. For
people like Dustin Hoffman's impressionable Benjamin Braddock,
who would have been wise to take
the advice, area individuals interested in a career 'm plastics can
now begin their higher education
at Monroe Community College.
MCC has teamed with manufacturers to offer the only courses 'm
plastics technology in the Rochester area. The MCC courses are offered in response to concerns expressed by the Society for Plastics
Engineers (SPE) Rochester section
about the industry's unforeseen
growth locally and the resultant
need for qualified employees. The
MCC and SPE partnership is exploring degree options for students
who wish to enter this manufacturing field.
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) is following suit by establishing upper-level coursework
in plastics as part of two bachelor's
degrees in engineering technology.
Administrators at both institutions are interested in establishing
an articulation agreement to ease
transfer for MCC students to RIT.
In addition to recruiting faculty,
RIT is in the process of establishing a plastic process laboratory as
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Helping fuel the growth of the
Producers of plastic raw mateManufacturing Studies, according rials, products, processing machin- plastics industry are qualities that
to Guy Johnson, chair of RIT's ery, and molds were adding new make it more attractive than metal,
Manufacturing and Mechanical jobs even while overall employ- glass, and wood: lower cost, higher
Engineering Technology Depart- ment in the nation's manufactur- productivity, lighter weight, and
ment.
ing industries declined. It was criti- increased durability. As a result,
Dramatic growth increased the cal because of the demand for plas- consumers can now find "new and
improved" alternatives to products
value of the U.S. plastics industry tic,.- products.
which
were once manufactured
to $225 billion with a $4 billion
From Mattel's "Plastic Princess"
trade surplus in 1994, the last year (the Barbie(t doll) to NASA's only one way.
data was made available. (New space shuttle, plastic raw materiRecycled plastic lumber is one
York's value was $9.2 billion.) In- als are found in most products. example. Unlike wood products,
cluding support industries, ap- Products made of plastics that are BTW Industries, Inc., a Florida
proximately 2.1 million people, manufactured locally include manufacturer, claims its plastic
nearly two percent of the nation's Kodak cameras, film, and paper, lumber is "completely,, rot proof,
workforce, were employed in plas- Xerox copiers, and Bausch &
Continued on Page 2
tics that year.
Lomb soft contact lenses.

Dr. Day: A Professor's Profile
by Rebecca Webster

What do you believe anthropology to be? Like many, you probably held some preconception of
an old man wearing a tweed jacket
and wire eyeglasses. Some of you
may even have vague notions of
digging up bones, searching for
treasures, or fighting off natives in
phallocrypts. For Dr. David Day,
an anthropologist here at MCC,
anthropology is an epiphany he
gained in India near the Ganges
river.
Anthropology is the study of
humans, past and present. Dr. Day
has been teaching this to the students of MCC for 27 years. He
holds teaching to be one of his
greatest achievements. "In teaching," he says, "I never have a dull
day." Being an excellent professor,
however, is not his only method of
fieldwork and study into anthro-

pology.

Dr. Day has spent 2
years in Kenya in the
12,000 ft highlands. Another 2 year project took
him to the northern areas
of India. It was there,
while taking a GRE exam,
that he decided to utilize
his knowledge and delve
into the field of anthropology. Day then came home
to Syracuse University to
complete his Ph.D. before
coming to MCC to be a
professor.
While teaching, Dr. Day
has also gone to such far
off places as Bafin Island
photo by Andy Smith in the Arctic, Jamaica and
Professor David Day brings much
Puerto Rico to study the
knowledge to students and the MCC
effects of tourism, and
community in general
various Indian reserva-

tions such as the Pueblo of San
Juan. One of the most fascinating
projects, however, occurred right
here at MCC.
Back in 1973, Dr. Day headed
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MCC Teams with Another Trade Association Continued
I "spawns many other industries."
These include companies that do
weatherproof, and splinter-free."
plastic processing, distribution,
With approximately 900 manu- and additional finishing work for
facturing plants, employing 56,600 plastic products; tool-makers; and
employees in 1994, New York was those that provide supportive work
the eighth largest state in the na- in milling, to name a few.
tion in terms of employment inteFor example, if it were not for
grated with manufacturing in other the area's plastics industry, there
industries.
would be no Rochester Tool and
A study by the SPE - Rochester Mold, says Phil Race. "Plastics is
identified 119 plastics companies basically 100 percent of our busiin Monroe County in May. To- ness," says the president of the
gether, plastics manufacturers, dis- plastic injection mold manufactributors, and assembly firms em- turer on Maple Street. "You can't
ploy approximately 14,000 people mold the parts without the tool.
here, from molding and machine That's probably just as — if not
operators to troubleshooters and more — important than the maworking supervisors.
chine itself."
The SPE study also showed alBut, there is more involved than
most every type of plastic process- just providing education and training was represented locally. Pro- ing for the plastics industry. While
cessors here specialize in injection MCC and RIT are clamoring to
molding, extrusion coating, film provide necessary coursework in
extrusion, profile and tube extru- plastics, support industries, too, are
sion, then-thermoforming, rota- discovering that they have unfultional molding, and blown film and filled needs because of the plastics
blow molding. Approximately 450 boom.
engineers are members of the SPE
According to Race, 'increased
- Rochester.
demand for tools plastics manufacAccording to Randy Agness, turers creates a marked need for
manufacturing engineer at Opkor qualified employees in mold buildInc. and vice president/technical ing. That is not just a matter of
program chairman for Rochester's some well-placed want ads. TechSPE, the plastics industry also nological advancements -have
I

Continued from Page 1

revolutionized what it means today for employees to be qualified
in mold building. "Toolmaking has
changed dramatically," says Race.
"Some machines we use now
weren't even available 10 years
ago. The industry has become very
high tech.
Toolmakers can't just be mechanically inclined. Now, they
have to-be computer literate as
well." Of the veritable plethora of
plastics companies now in Rochester, Thomas Battley, manager,
Monroe County Economic Development Division, says every time
he looks, he finds a new one.
Battley is making sure that
Axxicon, a Netherlands-based
plastics company that will establish its first U.S. plant in Henrietta
in November, has what it needs to
succeed. TPP Axxicon will produce parts for Xerox copiers and
for automakers in the United States
and Canada.
"Because we have such a large
number of specialized plastics
companies in Rochester, an extraordinary range of products are
made here and nowhere else," says
Battley. "Our challenge is that not
only do we have to be sure to support current labor needs, but we
also must foresee these firms' re-

quirements for additional resources. This is often the case
when a larger company decides to
outsource an operation, and
smaller firms find themselves unprepared to compete for the contract. This is why education and
training are so critical."
Because of the increased demand for skilled workers, standardized skill levels are also
needed. Taking the guesswork out
of job descriptions provides a
number of benefits to both workers and their employees, including
increases in employee productivity, improved morale and professionalism, certainly for employers
when hiring, and consistency in
standards.
Jeffrey P. Bartkovich, Ed.D.,
associate vice president for curriculum and program development
at MCC, says his college may also
establish a certificate program that
would train individuals to become
nationally certified for passing the
Plastic Technology Certification
Exam, once necessary educational
and employment requirements are
fulfilled. To assist test takers,
Bartkovich said MCC may develop the state's first primer course
on passing the exam.
Currently, a Nov. I certification

exam at RIT is the only one being
given in New York for 1997-98.
However, Agness expects that the
exam will be offered in Rochester
annually when many students begin the MCC program.
Other leading educators in plastics technology are the Pennsylvania State University and the University of Massachusetts - Lowell.
Those institutions have formed a
consortium with the Pennsylvania
College of Technology to address
ways two-year colleges can begin
the proper educational path to a
bachelor's degree and career in
plastics. Agness says next year the
SPE - Rochester may model a plastics summit for New York after one
being held in Pennsylvania next
month.
The SPE - Rochester has contributed over $70,000 in college
scholarships for students majoring
in plastics or polymer chemistry.
Scholarships totaling $ 12,000 will
be awarded in 1998, according to
Agness.
For more information about the
MCC offerings, consult the MCC
Web
site
at
http://
www.monroecc.edu or call (716)
292-2680. To discuss the program
being planned at RIT, call (716) |
475-7070.

Assemblywoman on Drug and Alcohol
Abuse Commitee Charged With DWI
by Dave Infantino

"I made a serious mistake that
night and if I could go back and
change it I would.", Assemblywoman Susan John told Monroe
Doctrine," I just wish that people
would let me do my job now."
What is your job, Ms.Susan?
In January of 1996, Ms.Susan
John was elected to head the as-

sembly committee on Alcoholism
and Drug Abuse. In this committee she sponsored the "zero tolerance" bill which created tougher
penalties for drunken drivers under the age of 21. Two months later
she was seen by Lieutenant Heider
and was crossing the double yellow line and swerving all over the
road in the suburb of Colonie with
a blood alcohol content of 0.14
percent.

Professor Day Continued
learning new languages gives an
individual a better gateway to
world views. He also belongs to
the SACC (Society of Anthropology in Community Colleges), the
American Anthropological Association, and the Rochester Anthropologists Group. The Native
American Club here at MCC has
his skills as an advisor.
So what more can he do? Every
so often Dr. Day plans college hour
sessions for students regarding
important issues to our culture. He
is also working on a comparative
study of East Africa, Kenya in particular. Perhaps it will contain bits
of his memoirs. If so, I would say
we are in for a fascinating treat.

Continued from Page x

an archaeological excavation behind our campus on an old farm
that had been discovered. This type
of excavation was one of the first
to ever be done on an American
college campus. A book about this
excavation, entitled The Life &
Death of a Family Farm, was written by Dr. Day. Also written by Dr.
Day is a book entitled A Treasure
Hard To Attain. In it he describes
how archaeologists appear in
films.
With all of this in his bag already, he has still found time to
learn how to speak Zwahili and
Hindi. The professor believes that

News Briefs Continued
Continued from Page I
speaker. Ferebee's book has been
endorsed by Essence Magazine,
Dorothy I. Height, President of the
National Council of Negro
Women, and locally by About
Time, an African-American publication.
Mothers and guardians are en-

I

couraged to accompany their
daughters. The conference will
begin at 10:00 am, and costs $5.00
for registration. A lunch is included
in this cost. Anyone who cannot
attend this event is encouraged to
sponsor a young lady.
To register or for more information, call 234-0568.

"As far as I know she was entirely cooperative throughout the
whole process." said Lieutenant
Heider, as if to excuse her careless
behavior.
On September 24, Susan John
spoke at the Daisy Four Mill for
the 20th anniversary of the Huther
Doyle .agency for chemical dependents. She talked about how alcohol and drug abusers affect the
workplace, how more screening
tests for employees on the job
would increase productivity, how
alcohol relates to domestic violence and sexual offenses, and her
"heroic" improvements on treatment programs. I found it pretty
hard to believe that this graduate,
of George Washington University
and Syracuse Law School, talks
about toughening laws for alcohol
abusers and providing treatment
programs when she's the same person who was chugging down that
keg and failing the sobriety test.
"It can happen to anybody," said

George Huther, founder of the
Huther Doyle Project.
Maybe what Huther doesn't realize is that just because other "responsible" senators have been
charged with DWI, such as Richard Anderson and John R. Kuhl Jr.,
it doesn't mean that everybody
does it. Some people just happen
to be a hell of a lot more responsible than that. I am not condemning those who drink. It's when you
get behind the wheel and not only
risking your life, but make the
roads you drive on a death zone
for hopeless and innocent people.
What would these senators have
done if they had killed a family or
an elderly woman just trying to get
home from Bingo. How would
they explain it to their families? Is
this what it takes for people to realize how serious it really is?
"I don't think we should cater
to Susan until such time when her
public has some good information
about her use and abuse of alco-

hoi really and truly is. We should
demand that of our leaders ," said
Don Weiland, President of RAID
(Rochester Against Intoxicated
Drivers).
RAID is a group that circulated
petitions for the removal of John's
position as chairperson. The Assembly speaker stood by John and
rejected these petitions. RAID isn't
going to give up and are planning
another petition drive at the beginning of next year.
How can we allow for someone
to sit on the State Assembly's
Committee for Alcoholism and
Drug Abuse, when they're abusers themselves? Wouldn't we prefer to have someone who really
believes in what comes out of their
mouth and also what they stand for
rather than just wasting our time
and lying to us?
Well I guess we'II just let Susan j
John continue to "do her job" and
wait until she's up for re-election \
in November of this year.
Assemblywomen
Susan John
(far right)
addresses
questions
posed by the
media
regarding
her DWI
charges and
her
competence
in office.
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Craig Paulick
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Bosnian Mayor to Visit MCC
Selim Beslagic, Mayor of Ttozla, to Speak October 21,1997
by Christopher Herman
Editor- in - Chief

and his hometown hero, mayor
Beslagic, plan on raising awareThe mayor of Tuzla, Bosnia, ness about the land mine situation
who worked hand-in-hand with in hopes of lessening it, and evenPrincess Diana to rid his city and tually eliminating it.
country of the 6 million land mines
As part of raising awareness of
in existence, will make a visit to the danger caused by land mines,
MCC later this month.
Prcic and his new found organizaSelim Beslagic, in collaboration tion plan on making people aware
with ABED (set up to deal with of the destruction that they have
American-Bosnian relations - created for those affected. He
American-Bosnian Educational stresses that it only costs $10.00
Development), will visit the col- to purchase a land mine, while
lege on October 21, 1997 during costing $ 1,000's treating the injuhis wecklong stay in Rochester.
ries and fatalities they cause. Prcic
Beslagic is well known for his asks for YOUR help.
work with President Clinton to
As the Monroe Doctrine already
bring a democracy to Bosnia, and
even spent a month hosting Princess Diana during her trip to
Bosnia in hopes of helping
Bosnian children. Amongst other
things, Beslagic has been nominated for a Nobel Peace Prize.
Also anticipated on this rare day,
in addition to Beslagic speaking,
include plans to incorporate an
exhibition on land mines into the
mix, including photographs of explosion victims and some pretty
alarming statistics.

reported, Prcic has already gained
the support of faculty, staff, and
administration. ABED was designed by Prcic in hopes to better
communications between the US
(Rochester especially) and Bosnia.
He has gained the support of likeness' such as President Peter
Spina, Vice President Thomas
Flynn, and other prominent people
extending even into Bosnia. He has
strong faculty support backing
him, but knows he needs your support, you are his constituents, and
he needs students. If you are interested in helping someone less fortunate, helping to educate a war-

torn nation, or just interested in
helping a man such as Prcic, get
involved in ABED.
The foundation already has
plans on extending into the City of
Rochester, having already met
with Mayor Johnson, and into the
other colleges in the Rochester
area. Prcic feels that he needs more
student involvement to make the
foundation both more credible and
beneficial. He sees the students as
the link of the two cultures, the two
very different societies (American
and Bosnian).
Prcic reflects on personal experiences while living in Bosnia as

There are approximately 3 million people in Bosnia...
And approximately 6 million
landmines...
2 mines per person.
Former student Senator Denis
Prcic (founder of ABED - whose
purpose and role is to educate both
Bosnian and American students),

photo courtesy Selim Beslagic

Selim Beslagic (above) and Bosnian governmental officals speak to German officials.
Beslagic will speak at MCC in two weeks. The event will mark thefirstfor ABED (American
- Bosnian Educational Development), and will be incorporated into United Nations week.

he recalls reasons behind starting
ABED. He understands the circumstances that face Bosnian
people daily. He was in many of
those positions just a few months
ago. He remembers a war-torn society where everyone was effected
by war, including his family.
Prcic feels that many times,
people do not appreciate what they
have until it's gone. Using himself
as an example, he explains how he
had so much before the war that
took it all from him.
He came to the United States
three years ago with nothing, no
food, very little money, and having spoken no English. He has
since created a new life for himself in America and wants to help
those in Bosnia who are less fortunate.
The foundation also plans on
bringing, and paying for Bosnian
students to come to America to be
educated, and will offer the same
to American students wishing to
study in Bosnia. The goal is to
share experiences and cultures in
hopes of providing less a less fortunate people with some of the
opportunities we in America sometimes take for granted, including
an education.
The Monroe Doctrine will continue its coverage on the progress
of this foundation, and will forward all communications received
to Denis Prcic. Contributions or
letters of support, as well as a request for more information, can be
sent through the newspaper.

Cabbages and Kings Corner
Cabbaees and Kings is MCC's premier Arts and Literature magazine which is published twice during the school year. If you have an
interest in creative writing or a passion for visual art, this is the club for you. We can be found at Brighton in Bldg. 3, Rm. 125 or at Damon
City Center in Rms. 4020 and 4219.0ur staff meetings are held at Brighton in Bldg. 6, Rm. 321 every Wednesday during college hour.
Blame Me
Why do they look at me like it's my fault?
True, my hair is not bright blonde, my eyes are not blue or green
My hair is deep brown and curly, my eyes are brown and full of culture
My skin is tan like wet sand on the playa
But, I wouldn't have it any other way
So does that make it my fault?
True, the foods that I eat are different, they're not plain or drab
They're full of spices and tastes of the Caribbean
Mmm, but I wouldn't have it any other way
So does that mean it's my fault?
True, the music I listen to is different
It's not offensive or violent, it's full of rhythm, flavor and life
It makes me just want to dance and have fun
And I wouldn't have it any other way
So now does that make it my fault?
Why do they look at me like it's my fault for being who I am?
Just because I love being me
Well I don't know if it's my fault
But if it is, I take all the blame!
K. Alex Hartzog
K. Alex Hartzog is currently attending his second semester at MCC and is a Physical Studies major. He is also a member of the Latin Pride
Club and recently read this poem at their club-sponsored Latino Poetry Slam.
IN CASE YOU HADN'T NOTICED, the DEADLINE for submission of art and literary work to be considered for the Fall issue of
Cabbages and Kings is this Wednesday, October 15. Run, don't walk, to any of the above locations!!!
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Perception Reality
Only men
can work for
automotive
retailers.

Some of our
most successful
employees are
women.

NEW ROCHESTER AREA
LOCATIONS!
Take control of your career and make the move to National Tire & Battery. As
a recognized leader in the automotive service industry, we're growing stronger
everyday and are offering unparalleled opportunities to highly motivated individuals. Expand your professional potential!

Customer Service/Sales
Front End Mechanics
Tire & Battery Technicians
Brake Mechanics
As an industry leader, we offer challenging opportunities, promotions and
career advancements you will never tire of. Prior retail automotive sales and/or
service experience a plus, but we will train qualified individuals. Interested
individuals please apply in person at our NTB at 576 Jefferson Road,
Rochester or call our

24 Hour Jobline:
1-888-NTB-7716
Also accepting applications
for our soon to open
Greece & Irondequoit locations.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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At The Movies
"Kiss the Girls" is not Your
Everyday Romance

Keenan Ivory Wayans is "Most
Wanted" for Poor Acting

by Keith Walther

by Keith Walther

A crazy lunatic, a number of
abductions and vicious murders
heighten a woman's worst fear in
"Kiss the Girls." Directing only his
second film, Gary Fleder appears
to be a veteran by utilizing that fear
to his advantage. This film is based
on the best-selling novel by James
Patterson.

Freeman's co-star, Ashley Judd,
does a surprisingly good job of
portraying a victim with emotional
stress. In past films, her performances have been extremely poor
like in "A Time to Kill" and
"Heat." Although, she provides a
little emotion and a character you
an feel for in this picture. The rest

Copyright 1997 Paramount Pictures

photo by Bob Greene

Washington D.C. detective Alex Cross (Morgan Freeman, right)
arrives at a murder scene in Durham N.C. to talk with local police
Chief Hatfield (Brian Cox, left) and detective Nick Ruskin (Cary
Elwes, center).
Forensic psychologist Alex
Cross (Morgan Freeman) is a
quick-thinking professional, making him one of the best detectives.
He is also quite a passionate family man and will stop at nothing to
protect them. So, when his niece
is kidnapped from her college
campus in North Carolina, the case
becomes personal.
There have been nine abductions
and two of them have already been
murdered. The psychopath calls
himself "Casanova." His intentions are not to murder his victims,
but, rather to force them to love
him as he loves them. "Casanova"
is extremely cunning and always
one step ahead of the police. Although, he makes his first mistake
when he captures Dr. Kate
Mctiernan (Ashley Judd). After
Kate escapes his clutches, she
teams up with Cross to find his
niece and the other missing girls.
In order to crack the case, Cross
must shove aside his emotions to
concentrate on the investigation
and avoid any costly errors.
Morgan Freeman excels in the
starring role as the hero in internal
conflict, struggling with personal-

of the supporting cast was solid
with actors such as Cary Elwes,
Tony Goldwyn ("Ghost"), Richard
T. Jones ("Event Horizon"), and
Jeremy Piven ("Judgment Night,"
"PCU").
Director Gary Fleder does a terrific job of creating quite a bit of
suspense throughout the story. I
did not read the novel, so I do not
know if he did a good job with the
translation, but he had no trouble
entertaining and informing the audience. Fleder provided mystery,
intrigue, horror, and action in this
suspense thriller. The only element
the film really lacked was emotion
from the storyline. That might
have been enough to propel the
movie to excellence.
Fleder does not receive a passing grade for the ending. In his
quest for a stunning climax, he
overlooked the fact that the entire
scenario was farfetched. He also
did a poor job with the cinematography during the action sequences.
He used jerky camera movements
to illustrate how frantic the chase
scenes were. The technique is confusing and unnecessary. Even
though Gary Fleder does show
ity flaws. This role is almost a spit- some faults, it is only his second
ting image of his role in the movie film and he can only improve. His
"Seven." He really knows how to first film is "Things to Do in Denhold the story together with his ver When You're Dead."
talented, experienced acting skills.
"Kiss the Girls" receives a ratFreeman is yet to win an Oscar, but ing of ***l/2outof a possible five
he has received three nominations stars. The intense story and the
for his performances in "The believable acting performances
Shawshank Redemption," "Driv- delivers the boost that this film
ing Miss Daisy," and "Street needs. It's worth it just to see MorSmart." Look for him to star with gan Freeman work his talent and
Christian Slater in "Hard Rain."
experience on the screen.

Bad acting and a bad script,
compounded with a bad idea in the
first place, are characteristics of a
bad movie. Directed by David
Glenn Hogan, "Most Wanted" tries
to appear like "The Fugitive," but
comes out more like "Pee Wee's
Big Adventure." Even an established cast could not breathe life
into this dead on impact film.
Sgt. James Dunn (Keenen Ivory
Wayans) is on death row for accidentally murdering his commanding officer. He is miraculously
freed by a militia led by Lt. Col.
Grant Casey (Jon Voight). Casey
gives him the opportunity to join
this secret government operative
team, which Dunn eagerly accepts.
His first assignment is to assassinate industrialist Donald Bickhart
(Robert Culp). The mission goes
horribly awry when the First Lady
is shot and killed, instead. Dunn
soon discovers that he has been
framed by Casey as the
triggerman.
In order to survive, Dunn must
run in shadows along the streets of
Los Angeles to elude the massive
manhunt. To prove his innocence,
he teams up with Dr. Victoria
Constantini (Jill Hennessy), the

only person who has evidence to
support his claims. Together they
try to uncover the conspiracy, despite a $10 million bounty on
Dunn's head.
This film is so rancid, it's not
even good enough to be thrown
into a garbage dump. Director
David Glenn Hogan can expect his
film to be out for no more than two
weeks. He neglects to include any
suspense, interest, or entertainment
in this action/drama. He allowed
Wayans to have too much leverage in the making of this film. On
top of all of this, the cinematography is less than decent and the
sound editing is shoddy.
Keenen Ivory Wayans is the
major contributor to the failure of
this film. In addition to his dismal
performance, he also wrote and coproduced the screenplay. The story
he wrote is utterly ridiculous and
farfetched, creating no viewer interest. The dialogue is incredibly
poor, something an eighth grader
would write. He creates comedy at
inopportune times, killing the intense or dramatic mood for a particular scene. Keenen's lack of talent is appalling. He and the rest of
the Wayans Bros, should stick to

acting on the WB network.
Jon Voight, the co-star, has delivered another pathetic performance as he has before in "Mission Impossible," "Heat," and
"Anaconda." In fact, I can't even
remember the last time he has
given a decent performance.
Voight is currently in Oliver
Stone's "U-Turn," and will appear
in "The Rainmaker" with Danny
DeVito and Matt Damon in December.
Jill Hennessy, in her first starring role, actually performs better
than any other actor in the cast.
You might have seen her most recently in "A Smile Like Yours,"
starring Greg Kinnear and Lauren
Holly. The cast also consists of
Paul Sorvino and Eric Roberts
who, once again, are caught choosing the wrong script. Their characters were pointless and should
not have been in the film.
"Most Wanted" receives a rating of * 1/2 out of a possible five
stars. There are too many other
good movies out there to choose
from, so don't waste your time,
money, and gas to view this piece
of junk.

Keenan
Ivory
Wayans
(left), stars
in New Line
Cinema's
Most
Wanted, a
film that
Monroe
Doctrine
Movie
Critic Keith
Walther
says, is not
up to par.
photo by
G. La Mana
1997 New Line
Cinema Inc. All
Rights Reserved

Other Reviews or Current Releases
by Keith Walther
"The Edge"-Anthony Hopkins, Alec Baldwin, Harold Perrineau-****
"The Game"-Michael Douglas, Sean Penn-*****
"In and Out"-Kevin Kline, Joan Cusack, Debbie Reynolds, Matt Dillon-****
"L.A. Confidential"-Guy Pearce, Russell Crowe, Kevin Spacey,
Danny DeVito, Kim Basinger-****l/2
"The Peacemaker"-George Clooney, Nicole Kidman, Marcel lures-***
"Rocketman"-Harland Williams, Beau Bridges, Jessica Lundy,
William Sadler-***
"A Thousand Acres"-Jessica Lange, Michelle Pfeiffer,
Jennifer Jason Leigh, Jason Robards-***
"Wishmaster"-Tammy Lauren, Andrew Divoff, Robert Englund-*
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OCTOBER 1997 at DAMON CITY CAMPUS
MONDAY

SUNDAY
"Free and fair discussion
will ever be found the
firmest friend to truth."
— G. Campbell

"It's your mental attitude
that creates the results in
your life." - Wally Amos
(Famous Amos)

TUESDAY

t

Careers for the 21st
Century, 12-1,5th floor
Student Services Center
Transfer Advisement
11-1,4th floor atrium

8
Workshop:
ASSERTTVENESS
TRAINING
11-12,4th floor art gallery

Blood Drive Sign-up Table,
11:30-1:30,4th floor atrium

12

14

13

Student Development
Training:
Tri-State Conference on AIDS
Oct. 20-21

Red Cross
BLOOD DRIVE
10-3,4th floor art gallery
Student Parliament
meeting, 2:15-4,
room 4-008

20

19

Movie: SELENA, 12:00
4th floor TV Room

1-2,4th floor lounge
Student Parliament meeting,
2:15-4,4th floor art gallery

27

26
Student Development
Training:
National Association for
Campus Activities
Fall Regional Conference
Oct. 23-26

Student Parliament meeting,
2:15-4, room 4-008
Breast Cancer Survivor
Workshop, 11-12:30,
4th floor TV Room

MONROE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DAMON CITY CAMPUS

I—

Workshop:
STUDY SKILLS
& NOTE TAKING
11-12,4th floor art gallery

21
CELEBRATE Hispanic
Heritage Month with
STORYTELLING by
NYDIA RIVERA, 12-12:30,
4th floor lounge
Movie: SELENA
2:00,4th floor TV Room

Blood Drive Sign-up Table.
11 30-1:30, 4th floor »tnum

Service Board meeting,

room 4-008
9 2:30-4,STRETCHING
10
Workshop: SI
YOUR DOLLARS
12-1.4lh floor art gallery
DISCOVER Career Choices
Right for You, 2-3,5th floor
Student Services Center.
Pick up Holland Search Survey
in advance from Student
Services, complete it before
workshop & bring it with you.

15 ©

16
Service Board meeting,

Transfer Advisement
11-1,4th floor atrium
Movie: SELENA, 12.00

JASIRI Poetry Theater
12-1,4th floor lounge
"the rhythmical energy of a
rap jam and the theatrical detail
of a play"

Workshop: WHAT IS
YOUR POWER SOURCE?
12-1,4th floor lounge

Heritage Month with Xtjp
MOVIDA DANCE CO.,
12-1, 4th floor lounge
Careers for the 21st
Century, 12-1,5th floor
Student Services Center

"Courage is the price
that life exacts for
granting peace."
- Amelia Earhart
Monday-Friday
Room 4-249

18

1

* CELEBRATE Hispanic
Heritage Month with I
BORINQUEN DANCE THEATER
12-1,4th floor lounge
j

2:30-4, rom 4-008
Workshops:
SCHOLARSHIP $$$
11-12 & 12-1
4th floor lounge

Workshop:
—_
DRESS FOR SUCCESS
£l\
11-12,5th floor Student Services
Workshop: COPING SKILLS
Movie:
12-1,4th floor lounge
SELENA
Movie: SELENA
12:00,
12:30,4th floor TV Room
4th floor
Service Board meeting,
TV Room
2:30-4, room 4-008

Transfer Advisement

Visit the Damon

17©

22 Workshop:
INTERPERSONAL SKILLS 23
11-12,4th floor art gallery
DISCOVER Career Choices
12-1,5th floor Student Services

Movie: GET ON THE BUS
12:00,4th floor TV Room

Student Development Training:
Annual Student Leadership Retreat Weekend
Oct. 3-5

Workshop:
PUBLIC
SPEAKING
12-1,4th floor lounge

DISCOVER Career Choices
Right for You, 12-1,5th floor
Student Services Center.
Pick up Holland Search Survey
In advance from Student
Services, complete it before
workshop & bring it with you.

CELEBRATE Hispanic
Heritage Month with
FOOD TASTING, 12-1,
4th floor lounge

3

SATURDAY

Movie: GET ON THE BUS
12:30, 4th floor TV Koom

11-1,4th floor atrium
29
30
CELEBRATE Hispanic g*

26

FRIDAY

Service Board meeting,
2:30-4, room 4-008

Movie: GET ON THE BUS
12:00,4th floor TV Room

BREAST
CANCER
AWARENESS
MONTH
Informational
materials available
in Campus Center

Student Parliament meeting,
2:15-4,4th floor art gallery

THURSDAY

l . l . i 3vM

Workshop: POWER
INTERVIEWING SKILLS
12-1,5th floor
Student Services

DAMON HTNESSCBVTBt
OPBU HOURS - F A I L ' 8 7

MON

11-1 &4-5

TUES

2-5
1M &4-7
2-5
11-4

WH)

THURS

I
I

I

i

Service Board meeting,
2:30-4, room 4-008

i

MASQUERADE BALL
7-11 pm, 4th floor lounge

ENGAGING A NEW GENERATION OF LEADERS!

i

i

SPONSORED BY DAMON CITY CAMPUS
' Student Association • Campus Center • Student Services Center

•.

^

s

I
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Eat the Menu
Depeche Mode-Ultra

Mute/Reprise
by Paul O'Neill
After four long years of anticipation, Ultra delivers a sound that
uses all available resources in
'heir dimension of sound, and will
please all Depeche Mode fans new
and old. The band has put together
a variety of songs that are similar
not only to their recent works, but
also those that initiated their success. The first song off of Ultra,
'Barrel of a Gun,' was released as
tie first single and is as captivating and yearning asfollows in the
footsteps of both 'Personal Jesus'
and 'I Feel You'. With a grittier and
whiny sound, it is a melee of the
comfortable, older Depeche Mode
[Style of synth-pop mixed with the
harder experimental rockiness the
band has used in Songs of Faith and
Devotion. The voice distortion used
py frontman David Gahan adds a
certain depth to the song, being a
component that has never been used
by the band, blends very well with
the overall atmosphere of the song.
The Love Thieves' then changes
|the atmosphere of the CD, toning
it down to a lower tempo and into
more of a mysterious-like feeling
with
haunting melodies. Gahan's
jvoice projects an aura of compaslion nearly preaching, which fits
Perfectly with the lyrics of Martin
Pore. An anthem for lost, or per-

haps unrequited, love, this song
evokes the emotions in all of us
who have experienced the
wretched clutches of what love can
do. Gore makes an appearance as
lead vocalist in 'Home', the
album's third and current single,
seemingly written in light of
Depeche Mode's 14 month gruelling Devotional tour in '93 and '94.
"And I thank you/ for bringing me
here/ for showing me home/ for
singing these tears..." comes from
Gore's gut, able to sing his own
lyrics, in a certain pleading and
releived sort of manner. The song
contains melodic stringed instruments much to the likes of 'Condemnation' from Songs of Faith
and Devotion, which lends itself
very well as the backdrop to Gore's
vcrbrato voice.
It's No Good' has sent fans, and
for the usual shelf life the general
audience, in a frenzy over the
touching lyrics of Gore and the
deep tenor voice of Gahan. This is
probably the most mainstream
song on Ultra, with a return to
Depeche Mode's trademarked
dancehall sound that helped propel their into the limelight so many
years ago. Their photographer and
since-turned video director Anton
Corbjin has delivered exceptional
videos, furthering the singles' acceptance in the enhanced MTV

medium.
Useless' comes across as Ultra's
attempt at hard rock that would
work quite well if Depeche Mode
were Duran Duran or INXS, being more fitting of these bands'
musical styles. One can imagine
Micheal Hutchence or Simon
LeBon belting out this tune. It's not
to say that the song is inferior,
since it suffices in lyrical content
and the music speaks the feeling
of the song well. But Depeche
Mode seems to have reverted for
this four minute segment of the

impression is yet another rock
song, quickly changing to a ballad
that cushions Gahan's sultry, tender voice. Here we begin to recognize again their synthesizer
work, their return to the sound of
Violator, and the ability to make
their music pivotal again. The use
of loud and aggressive music
blending with Gahan's softer and
pleading vocals takes the listener
through an emotional roller coaster
ride, ending with a moving synth
melody that fans of Depeche
Mode's earlier work will appreci-

album to something less than their
resources could have dealt them.
Perhaps it would have worked better during the recording of Songs
of Faith and Devotion, but contained within Ultra it seems out of
place. Being snapped out of the
romanticism of it's No Good', the
listener is brought to the heights
of loud rockiness and then dropped
back down to the quiet melodies
of 'Sister of Night'.
As 'Sister of Night' begins, the

ate. As if 'Personal Jesus' wasn't
enough, Gore creates another
country inspired tune, guitar twang
and all. 'Freestate' has a hypnotising effect, a component of their
music that set them apart from
competition in their prime, as
Gahan urges you to "let yourself
go/ let your sense overflow..."
Older songs synonymous in that
respect would be 'Pimpf,' 'A
Question Of Time,' and 'World In
My Eyes' which spans much of
their history. Gore makes another
appearance singing 'The Bottom
Line' and puts out what he does
best; a slow song that evokes his
deepest feelings. With an obvious
absence of religious overtones usually buried in his lyrics, fans will
be glad he still touches on fate,
young love, and consequently bitter loss.
Insight' is the perfect ending
song as the last vocal track that
brings the tempo slightly back up,
and is both inspiring and moving.

Take a gQod

The message of keeping the
strength and hope alive shines
through as Gahan sings "The fire
still burns/ Whatever you do now/
You've got to give love/The world
still turns." This song, as the title
gives away, sounds as though
Gahan is giving a personal view
into his life and a plea to go with
him into the journey of his deepest and darkest emotions. That is
what has kept Depeche Mode so
close to so many people's hearts
all these years. They allow the listeners to feel at one with the lyrics
almost as though our lives mirrored the exact feeling and emotion expressed by Gore and Gahan.
Uselink,' 'Jazz Thieves'and the
track unacknowledged in the credits, titled 'Junior Painkiller,' are the
instrumental placed conspicuously throughout Ultra to add to
the mysterious and brooding atmosphere of Ultra. If you're looking
for a good dance-pop album, the
usual product with the use of a
drum machine (a major addition to
Depeche Mode in the absence of
former drummer Alan Wilder,) you
won't find that here. But what you
will find is an album that both
emotionally moves you and still
lets you sway to the beat every now
and then. Gore's masterful lyrics,
a very important component in
Depeche Mode's prestige, have
done it again. They have been
heightened, not hindered, by the
tragedies of the past year, including Dave Gahan's heroin overdose
and near death experience.
Gahan's voice consistently improves with every album they release, and this is no exception.
Depeche Mode has done it again
with Ultra, and one can't help but
feel relieved that angst ridden teenagers around the world now have
new anthems to listen to at night.
Depeche Mode grounds the unrealistic and romanticised feelings from
the heat of the moment. The reason
they are so important is that they
were the catalyst for a generational
pivot, being a sore thumb when they
started, and their ability to keep integrity in their music and use experience due to their coming of age.
Rating: ***l/2

UNDERGRADUATE OPEN H
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Demonstrations. Food. Fun.
Begin by checking in at Alumni Arena
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Leadership Retreat 1997
by Tina Visalli

This past weekend of October
3,4 and 5, I attended the Leadership Conference given by the Student Center. The event was held at
Camp Good Days and Special
Times on Keuka Lake. I was excited the whole week before because it was going to be a short
respite from my everyday responsibilities, including work, school
work and the newspaper. In no
way was I prepared for the weekend that lay ahead.
On the Friday that we left, I went
to my morning classes and was
ready to go. I got on the bus with
what I thought to be too many
people. This was one of a few
problems that occurred at the retreat.
This weekend was for the students that felt they could be leaders. The administrators set-up
workshops on time management,
problem solving and ethics/morals, etc. All of the students were
split up into 3 groups, in which
they made "beings" These "beings" were to have all the positive
feelings and traits that the group
wanted on the inside and all the
negative feelings and traits on the
outside. Everyone started out the
weekend with their "beings" in
mind, but throughout the weekend,
the positives were slowly forgotten and the negatives seeped in.
The first meeting that we had
was about volunteering and why
we liked to do it. I listened to
everyone's answer and then gave

mine. I felt really good about the
people around me and the things
that went on. When I did the high
ropes course, which was a 42 foot
log in the air that you had to walk
across, I was very nervous. You
were tied to ropes that were connected to the rope course
instructor(he was your "safety")
the way that my teammates
cheered me on and the way that
they had so much faith in me really gave me a restored hope in
human kindness.
The downfall did soon occur after these splendid events. One issue was the co-habitation rule. I
thought that the way that a certain
circumstance was dealt with was
wrong and that this rule obviously
did not apply to everyone. I also
thought that the group(s) would
have functioned better if personal
problems were not dealt with
within them.
All in all, I have to say that my
weekend was a learning experience. From each person I met, I
took a special characteristic of
them for myself. Even though
there were some problems that I'm
sure the administrators were aware
of and will revise and make different for next year, I know that
the student group appreciated their
team work and efforts. I would like
to thank all of the administration
for their hospitality and kindness.
I do have to say that the food was
great! That should definitely stay
the same for next year!

Dunn Tire is now
Hiring Part/Full
Time Tire Techs,
apply at 3300 W.
Henrietta Road.

Classifieds
Eastside / Highland Park; REDUCED RENT in exchange for
CHILD CARE of 2-yr-old. Beautiful 1 BR, 1/2 House with hardwood floors, stained glass, LR,
DR, office, pantry, laundry. Walk
to Highland Park. Ideal for singleincome couple. No social Services.
256-3134.

Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!! Absolutely Best SPRING
BREAK Packages available!! INDIVIDUALS, student ORGANIZATIONS, or small GROUPS
wanted!! Call INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013
or http://www.icpt.com

TERM PAPERS, REPORTS.
We'll type them for you. Our fee,
$10.00. Call Xcel Inc. 271-8861
Mon-Fri 6pm-8pm, Sat. 8am-5pm

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED:
HIV negative volunteers needed to
participate in investigational AIDS
Vaccine Research Studies being
being conducted at Strong Memorial Hospital. Volunteers must be
healthy and between 18-60 years
of age. You will receive $500-700
for you participation. For more
information call 273-AIDS

Teacher's Assistant Job opportunity at Global Village
Montessori School. Very close to
MCC, call 256-1190 for details.
Must have own transportation.

1987 Ford Tempo 4DR Automatic, 55,000 miles, $ 1,800 or best
offer. 544-3177

The Monroe Doctrine welcomes your contributions to
the newspaper... we need contributions in the following ar-j
eas....
Cartoons
Editorials
Photography
Sports
Entertainment
Opinion
Arts
News
Advertising
Buisness
and more...
Stop into the MD office and
talk to Chris Herman for more
details in any of the above ar-r
eas... 3-109 is the office num-l
ber, 292-2540... JOIN THB|
COOLEST CLUB ON CAM-"
PUS TODAY!

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
You* Uncle Sam, Every
year Army ROTC awards
scholarships to hundreds Of
talented students, If you
qualifyt these merit-based
scholarship* can help you
pay tuition and educational

fees. They even pay a flat rate
for textbooks and supplies.
You can al«o receive an allowance ofup to $ 1S0O each school
"" year the scholarship is in
effect. Find out today if
you qualify.

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE ¥ 0 0 CAN HIKE
Por<totaU».caUSUNY*ockportAmjvfiOTC at 395-5367
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Stick Your Neck out for God
by joan ann kirkeby-prosser
The Holocaust and Christian
Responsibility
Not every person who was a victim of the Holocaust was a Jew.
However, every person who cooperated in the persecution of others
was a Christian.
Elie Weisel, Holocaust Survivor
and Peace Activist
As the Jewish people celebrate
Yom Kippur, a Day of Atonement,
perhaps it is an appropriate time
for Christians to once again proclaim their atonement and ask forgiveness of the Jews. Recently, the
Catholic Bishops of Germany and
Poland performed such an action.
Last week, the Catholic Bishops of
France publicly asked for forgiveness from the Jews.
Yes, some heroic Christians did
risk their lives to save Jews. A display identifying many of these
people at the Holocaust Museum
in Washington, D.C. is what
caused me to continue to have
hope for the future.
The truth, however, is that Chris-

tian church leaders, Protestant and
Catholic, were too often silent during the Holocaust. History also
tells us that the Christian church
was partially responsible for the
easy acceptance of Hitler's policies
by the Christians. For several centuries the translation of the Bible
used by Catholics contained many
anti-Semitic phrases (especially
those that dealt with the crucifixion). For centuries, Christians
spread stories of supposed actions
by Jews, e.g., destroying tabernacles, polluting wells of water
with
blood,
desecrating
Eucharastic hosts and other atrocities. We now know that these allegations were totally false. The
real perpetrators of such acts of
vandalism represented many factions of people.
Christian parents would not allow their children to play with
'Christ killer' children. Jews were
forced to live in segregated ghettos by the Christian majority. AntiSemitism was rampant throughout

Europe for centuries.
Therefore, the Church must not
just atone for the actions of the
holocaust itself; the Church must
ask forgiveness for the centuries of
anti-Semitism which she preached.
Clearly, this anti-Semitic attitude
made Christians vulnerable to accepting Hitler's ideology.
So, as our Jewish brothers and
sisters ritualize Yom Kippur, let us
Christians ask for forgiveness from
them for the Holocaust.
In Germany they first came for
the Communists, and I didn't
speak up because I wasn't a Communist. Then they came for the
Jews, and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a Jew. Then they
came for the trade unionists, and I
didn't speak up because I wasn't a
trade unionist. Then they came for
the Catholics, and I didn't speak
up because I was a Protestant.
Then they came for me, and by that
time no one was left to speak up.
Pastor Martin Riemoller

The Diversity Corner
On the Edge
by Shirley-Batistlu Provost
Assistant Director Student Center

Everyone knows that I like exploring the diversity in people.
Here's one for the record. Have
you ever been around the Albany
New York area? Well
let me
tell you! About 10 years ago a man
and his wife were traveling by van
from somewhere in Vermont to
Troy New York. They passed
Eagle Bridge and Johnsonville
before they realized that it was
getting much too dark for them and
they were tired. Just before they
reached Schuylerville (just outside
of Troy) they took a wrong turn on
the road and found themselves lost
and almost out of gas. A few yards
down the road they noticed a Bed
& Breakfast Inn and saw lights in
the windows. Not knowing just
where they were, they decided to

SON TO PERSON
... that's how we are reaching thousands of alummi and parents
for their support - by telephone.
WHAT IT WILL DO
Raise critical money for:
• Universities
• Universities
• Colleges
• Fine Arts
WHAT IT WILL DO FOR YOU
• Develop your communication skills
• Build a strong resume
• Earn $$ Money $$ for college expenses

EVENING & WEEKEND HOURS
$6/hr. minimum
If you are mature and reliable, we can train you to be an effective caller.
Help our non-profit organization reach out Person To Person. Your mind,
resume and wallet will be richer for the experience.
CALL (716) 272-9326 or
Look for our recruitment table
on campus for on-the-spot
interviews at these times
and places

•

MONROE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
STUDENT CENTER HALLWAY
MONDAY - 9/8, THURSDAY -9/11,
MONDAY - 9/15, WEDNESDAY - 9/17
TUESDAY - 9/23 and THURSDAY - 9/25.
FROM 11:00 AM TO 2:00 PM

The Fund Raising Difference for Non-Profits
3136 Winton Road South • Rochester N.Y. 14623 • (716) 272-1160 • Fax (716) 272-1991

see if they could get lodging at the
inn for the night. The man pulled
his car onto the little side road and
he and his wife proceeded to the
inn. An elderly man and his wife,
both of them obviously ready for
bed, came to the door. They were
more than glad to have paying
guests bed-down for the night. As
a kindness to the guests, the hostess brewed up a pot of tea and
brought out some homemade
bread and fresh butter. The travelers paid $68.00 for their nights stay
and, in turn, received a receipt. The
four of them chatted a while before the travelers were shown their
rooms for the night. It was then that
the man tried to pay for the lodgings, because he said, they wished
to be on their way early in the
morning and their hosts might not
be awake.
The guests slept soundly, awakening shortly after sunup. They
dressed quietly and with care, lest
they awaken the people who had
been so kind to them the night before, they stole downstairs. They
walked to the side of the inn,
climbed into their car, and then
down to Schuylerville, where they
had some breakfast. It was at
breakfast that they received their
first shock. They were talking to
the man who ran the local White
Tower restaurant where they ate,
and mentioned the very warmhearted reception they had been
given the night before at the Bed
& Breakfast. Just where was this
Bed & Breakfast, he wanted to
know. They told him in great detail and watched the strange look
which came over his face as they
did so. "Look my friends, everyone who works here is familiar
with that Bed & Breakfast. A family named Brownley lived there
and ran the place for years."
"That's right, that's the name they
gave us." "That can't be yelled the
White Towers owner. Both Mr. and
Mrs. Brownley died in the flames
two years ago when that house
burned to the ground."
A great argument pursued, while
each doubted the others sanity. Finally, there seemed to be only one
way to settle it. The three of them
piled into the car and drove back
the two or three miles to the place
where the couple had turned off the
road. They drove to exactly where
the couple had pulled their car into
the side by the Bed & Breakfast.
However, there was in good truth,
no Inn. Just the side garage stood
where the couple had parked their
car overnight. There was the gutted cellar, overgrown with weeds
and filled with the burned debris.
They stood looking at it for a few
minutes, when all of a sudden the
woman screamed and fainted.
There in the rubble wag a charred
and partially kurned-halj^ table with
*a receipt for $68\<)Uforpne night's
stay — with their names on it.
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Daniel Finaldi Exhibits At
The Gallery Cafe
by Ashley Chase

Over the past weekend M.C.C. Artist. In painting he found a sense York Cit@, without actually being
Art Faculty and students had the of freedom and "rightness ". He thrown into the larger mix. Followopportunity to attend the opening felt that Art Professor's Joe ing a six month bre@@'itlier, he
of Daniel Finaldi's Still Life and Hendrick and Chuck Haas were in- attended Cuny at Brooklyn and
Landscape exhibit at The Cafe strumental in helping him to be- obtained his M.A. in painting
Gallery, at The Little Theater. lieve in and trust his own work. within two and a half years. While
Dan's wonderful paintings will be Dan indicated that he gained real here , he credits Art Professors,
showing until November 1, 1997. courage through their nurturing en- Lois Dodd and Lennart Anderson
Dan is a former Art student of couragement and timely nudge with helping him to achieve a maM.C.C. and he was generous in from the nest. He chose to acquire ture focus in his work.
sharing his student art experiences his B.F.A. in painting at Suny at
Dan feels he would rather let his
New Paltz. This location provided work " speak for itself. " He is
with me.
Dan attended M.C.C. in Sept. 79 him with all of the flavor of New most inspired by light, which is
evident in his work. Light is the
-81 .Initially,
deep spiritual connection that fuhe pursued a
els his compulsion to paint. Paintprogram in
ing from actual life, he generally
Commercial
starts and completes his work in
Illustration
the presence of the subject. He has
and fully exa strong attachment to 18th cenpected to betury painters Plenier , Carol, and
come
emPissaro. In the modern age , he
ployed in the
feels connected to Fairfield Porter,
commercial
Edwin Pickinson, and Giorgio
arena. He reMorandi.
ally had no
ideas about
Daniel Finaldi is currently exbecoming a
hibiting his work in Manhattan,
painter.
It
Province town, California, and
wasn't until he
Rochester. He expressed that he
started to take
had been supported and helped by
drawing and
many in his career, but he was adapainting
mant that nothing could compare
classes that he
photo by Ashley Chaseto the artistic mentor ship he exwas able to
perienced with Professor's Joe
fully realize Daniel Finaldi, an MCC graduate, currenlty has a Hendrick and Chuck Haas, who
himself as an show at The Cafe Gallery, at The Little Theater.
have become his life long friends.

Earth Ball Sets The Night on Fire
by Ashley Chase

Professor Vincent Massaro's 6
- foot Stickball / Earth Ball was set
ablaze at The Memorial Art Gallery on Friday evening as part of
The Gallery's opening celebration
for the new exhibit Latitudes and
Attitudes
:Rediscovering
America. The M.C.C. Art Faculty
and Art students turned out to support Vinnie in this phase of his Art
Work, which was not the final
phase of this project but, rather a
beginning of new things to come.
We could hear the drummers in the

cool night air long before we
reached the lawn behind the gallery. The drumming added an ancient feel of mystery, and rising
anticipation to the mix, as over 400
people gathered in a sacred circle
around the huge ball comprised of
metal frame work, covered in interlaced sticks and twigs. (Inspiration : compliments of the Ice
Storm.)
A dozen torch bearers, Including Professor Chuck Haas were
invited to ceremoniously light the
waiting Earth ball. Suddenly,

Flames erupted over 25 feet in the
air. Hot, orange sparks glowed in
the night. A hearty round of applause was followed by the solemn
sound of the bag pipes. As the
Stick Ball burned and finally collapsed, 25 newly fired clay pots
emerged from the ashes. There was
something magical and spiritual in
the air. This burning of the Earth
Ball is the catalyst spark that will
cause our extended community to
take a more serious look at the issues surrounding our regard for
and our treatment of land.

The "Earth Ball" by Vincent Massaro, an Art Professor at MCC, was light on fire as a phase of his
project, last week at the Memorial Art Gallery in Rochester.
photo by AMey chase

Sankofa: African
Dance and Drum
dhdhdhdh
On Saturday, September 27,
MCC's Arts Now
Performing Arts 1997/1998 series begain/with the presentation of
the Sankofa African Dance and
Drum Ensamble from SUNY
Brockport.
Taking their name from a
symbolic Ghanaian expression
represented by a bird whose head
turns back towards the past,
Sankofa retrieves the cultural
essenses of the past and brings
them into the present.
The performance started out
with Sankoft"®,- rti@tic Director,
Clyde Alaflju Morgan, warining
up the audience by teaching a traditional African song, while explaining the meaning behind the
words. When he stepped aside
there was polyrhythmic explosion as a procession of 24 dancers and drummers,
each with some form of AfricanBrazilian percussion in hand, made
their way down the aisle to the
stage.
Pieces performed included
Ije-xa, a series of religious processional dances, originated in southem Nigeria and performed in Brazil during Carnival time, Capoeira,

a form of Brazilian martial arts
derived by slaves from a zebra
dance called the N'gola that originated in southern Angola,
Impromptu.for Flute anddancer
with the music director, Khalid
Abdul N'Faly Saleem on West
African style flute and Clyde
Alafiju Morgan dancing alone with
a combination of Tai Chi and
Gypsie style
movements and ballet agility ,
The Source, a powerfully original
rhythmic arrangement and Soko,
which was premiered at this performance as a work in progress
and, in its primary Guinean form,
is a rhythm and dance for the upcoming males initiates. Clyde
Morgan took the traditional
rhythm and made a choreographic
arrangement for the female dancers.
The night ended with a
Samba, one of the more popular
latin dance rhythms, that lead into
audience participation as dancers
went throughout the theater, bringing volunteers down onto the
stage, giving percussion instruments to those who wanted them
and dancing with others who
didn't.
Clyde Morgan
concluded the night by
saying that, "Music,
when transplanted, begins a new life and gains
new energies... This music is right at home, here
at MCC, as much as it is
on the streets of Rio de
Janeiro."
Sankofa's next local performance will be
at Nazareth College on
November 17 th and 18th
with the Hispanic performance group, Movidad.
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their opponent 20-3. With a 4-0
win over Canton, Casey Shearing
and Katie Amsden combine for
their eighth shutout of the season.
The teams weren't that tough so
the Tribunes were able to work on
strategies that they work on in
practice. Captain Robyn D'Aversa
commented on the weekend trip by
saying, "The teams were poor, but
it gave us a chance to work on techniques that we work on in practice
for future games and the post-season." Overall, the Tribunes had a
successful weekend and now move
to a 9-2 record.
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Tragedy at Genesee Community College

Tribunes have
successful
Weekend Wins
over Morrisville
and Canton
by Sarah Anschutz
On Saturday, October 5th the
Women's soccer team met at 9:00
a.m. to travel to Morrisville and
Canton for the weekend. Their
first stop was at Morrisville.
After riding on the vans for three
hours, the team was ready to go
out and play. The Tribunes started
their scoring early on in the game.
In the first eight minutes, Robyn
D'Aversa scored on a pass from
Elisa Miller to start a 9-0 route
over Morrisville. The game
seemed to last forever because of
injuries on the Morrisville team,
but MCC would not lose focus.
The Tribunes scored eight more
times. Robyn D'Avefsa added
another goal and Jessica
Dominguez scored two goals.
Other players who scored were
Wendy Kotwas, Sarah Anschutz,
Amy Hillyard, Erin McCann, and
Jamie Bird. Katie Amsden and
Casey Shearing combined for the
shutout. The team dominated play
and out shot Morrisville 36-14.
After their win over Morrisville,
the team piled back into the vans
and drove two more hours to their
hotel in Syracuse. They then had
a big spaghetti dinner at Robyn
D'Aversa's house to end a long
day.
On Sunday, the team left their
hotel at 10:00 a.m. to travel three
hours up to Canton. The players
couldn't have asked for better
weather. It was a warm and sunny
day and the field was in great condition. Once again the Tribunes
started scoring early. Wendy
Kotwas put in thefirstgoal just ten
minutes into the game. Shortly
after that the Tribunes worked the
ball up to the forwards making the
Canton players look like cones.
Jessica Dominguez received the
ball and made a beautiful cross to
Amy Hillyard who put the ball in
the back of the net to end the first
half. In the second half, the Tribunes continued To dominate play.
Robyn D'Aversa and Jessica
Dominguez added two more goals
to end the scoring. The team
would walk away with yet another
victory. Once again MCC out shot
Continued on Page x
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by Jennifer Leonard

throughout all three games, thanks
to seven kills by Kelly DeMinck,
The Monroe Community Col- six from Kelly Jackson and four
lege Women's Volleyball team en- from Jess Kenyon. Putting up a
tered the Genesee C. C. gymna- fight to the end, the MCC Team
sium at 9:00 a.m. In their tourna- was not easily defeated by the
ment pool were Onondaga C. C. OCC Lasers, who pulled ahead at
and Ithaca JV; both would prove the end of each game, taking the
match 15 - 13, 15 - 13, and 17 to be challenging opponents.
The first match ttegan at 10:00 15.
a.m. against OCC. Starting were
After a ten minute break, the
Jessica Kenyon, Jennifer Titus, MCC Tribunes were back on the
Kelly Jackson, Kimberly Meek, court for the second match of the
Tania Stafford and Lana Luccetti. morning, this time facing the
Side-outs were continuous Ithaca JVCC. Pulling together with

Kelly Jackson, who each had four.
Jenny Griffiths came in at the end
with two game-altering blocks to
help win the match, 1 5 - 9 , 15-9,
and 1 5 - 3 .
At the conclusion of the second
match, the Tribunes were given a
break for lunch before resuming
play. Unfortunately, something
happened that would call the tournament to and end.
On the second court, GCC was
playing Delaware Tech. There was
a break in between the second and
third game and a GCC player,
Kamina Allan, took this opportunity to use the restroom. Tragically,
she would not return to the court
ever again.
Kamina had been complaining
of chest pains during the matches
to her teammates, but had not informed a trainer, saying she didn't
want to be taken out of the game.
After exiting the gym into the hallway, she collapsed and began seizing. The GCC trainer was there and
communication and all-around called for an ambulance. Her conteamwork, as well as positive atti- dition quickly deteriorated and she
tudes, the women worked hard to lost her pulse and her ability to
defeat the Ithaca Bombers. Jess breath; a cardiac arrest. Everyone
Kenyon lead offensively with working on her performed tireseven kills, followed closely by lessly. When the ambulance arKelly DeMinck with five. Jenni- rived, they shocked her but there
fer Leonard served up three aces was no change in he, condition.
and Winnie Enriquez, Jess Kenyon
A short time later at the hospiand Kelly Jackson served up one tal, Kamina died. She was 18 years
each. Defensively, Jennifer Titus old. She had no history of heart
played an outstanding game, col- problems or drug use. Her death
lecting three solo blocks. Jennifer came as a complete shock to evLeonard lead in digs with eight, eryone there; her parents, her
along with Kimberly Meek and teammates and her coaches. A
short time after the news came
back to the school, a meeting was
held for the coaches. The decision
was made to cancel the tournain the mud and the horrible field ment, and all the players were
condition reflected on the scoring. called together. The head referee
The Tribunes would have the only spoke of Kamina and gave credit
goal of the second half. It came to the people who tried to help her
15 minutes into the half when Jes- for their selfless determination. A
sica Dominguez went to goal and moment of silence was called and
made a pass back to Wendy tears were in the eyes of everyone
Kotwas who scored her third goal there. A glance at the faces of
of the game. The rest of the game Kamina's teammates and coaches
was a hard fought battle to the end, during that moment spoke volbut a cold, wet, muddy MCC team umes of how she had touched their
walked away with a 4-0 victory. lives, and would never be forgotCasey Shearing and Katie Amsden ten.
combined for the shutout.
After their lose to GCC, the Tribunes had more determination and
bounced back to look like a new
Volleyball team hosts a tournaimproved team. Coach Fuehrer
ment
commented that "this was the best
Tuesday at 6pm
game we've played so far." The
The men's soccer team battles
passes were to feet, the communication was a lot better and overall Erie Community College.
Wednesday at 4pm
the team worked together to show
The women's soccer team faces
the heart, desire, and determination
it takes to win. The Tribunes now Hudson Valley Community Colmove to a 7-2 record.
lege
Saturday at lpm

Tribunes Win 4-0 Over Alfred
could not hang on to. Amy
Hillyard was there to pick up the
rebound for the first goal of the
game. Wendy Kotwas struck four
minutes later with her first of three
goals.
A frustrated Alfred team started
getting physical, but this would be
no problem for MCC to handle.
The Tribunes played tough and
held their composure despite grabbing, slide tackling, and ankle clipby Sarah Anschutz ping by Alfred.
On Wednesday, October 1, the
Women's Soccer team traveled to
Alfred to play a hard, physical
game. When the team first stepped
on to the field, it was like they
stepped into a big swamp. The
field condition and cold weather
still weren't enough to slow down
MCC.
In the first two minutes of the
game the Tribunes got on the score
board. Elisa Miller crossed a ball
that the goalkeeper would grab, but

"This was the best game
we've played so far,"
Coach Penny Fuehrer
Wendy Kotwas would strike one
more time to put MCC up 3-0 at
halflime.
When the second half started
there was hardly any grass on the
field, it was covered entirely with
mud. It became hard to control the
ball because it kept getting stuck

Tribunes In
Action

